Appendix to:
Creating Crystal Jewelry with Swarovski: 65 Sparkling Designs with
Crystal Beads and Stones by Laura McCabe

In order to help you better reproduce the projects as shown in this book, I have
provided you with a complete appendix of every bead and stone used in each

sample shown in the book. Please note that due to multiple numbering systems, it
is very hard to provide definite color numbers for seed beads. Both importers

and bead stores are inclined to use their own numbering systems for inventory

purposes. Because of this, I have opted first to use the original factory number

for the color. In this case, you will find the beads listed as either M### or T###.
The M stands for Miyuki company beads. The T stands for Toho company
beads. After each number, you will find a general color description in

parentheses. In cases where I was unable to track down the original factory color
number (this was only the case with the Miyuki beads), you will find the color
denoted as M*###. The asterisk indicates this is a renumbering of the bead
color, but I have

provided the most common renumber under which you are most likely to find the
bead listed.

Swarovski crystal beads and stones are listed by article number, size, and color.
When the color is followed by double asterisks (**), it indicates an after-market
finish, not applied by Swarovski itself, but rather by Swarovski distributors.

There are certain colors and materials that I use over and over again throughout

the book. In order to assist in tracking down some of these colors, we have set up
a specialized section on our website where you can purchase seed beads, as well
as some of the crystal items used in this book. You will find our online shop at
www.justletmebead.com.

Crystal Spiral Rope Necklace (3 necklace samples, 3 bracelet
samples) (pages 44–47)

Photo on page 44 (from left to right)
Colorway 1: Lemon, pale violet and gold:

11º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster)
15º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster)

crystal beads: article #5000, 2mm, crystal lemon**; article #5301, 4mm, violet opal
champagne**; article#5040, 6mm, violet opal AB
closure: enameled copper button
Colorway 2: Lime green

11º seed beads: T323 (dark green/pink gold luster)
15º seed beads: M*643A (apple green rainbow silver-lined); M196 (opaline 24K
gilt-lined)

crystal beads: article #5301, 4mm, lime AB

closure: Swarovski triangle button, 10mm, crystal AB
Colorway 3: Pink
11º seed beads: M313F

15º seed beads: M*F5A (semi-matte orange gilt-lined); T162B (light topaz
rainbow)

crystal beads: article #5301, 4mm, padparadscha AB2X
closure: Swarovski triangle button, 10mm, crystal AB
Colorway 4: Purple
11º seed beads: M451 (metallic hematite)

15º seed beads: T176 (light amethyst rainbow); M551 (periwinkle opal gilt-lined)
crystal beads: article #5301, 4mm, tanzanite AB2X

closure: Swarovski triangle button, 10mm, crystal AB
Crystal Cascade Pendant (5 samples) (pages 48–51)
Photo on page 48
Colorway 1: Fuchsia, green, and pink
11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)425

15º seed beads: M*638 (fuchsia rainbow silver-lined); M*643A (apple green
rainbow silver-lined); T327 (blue purple gold luster)
15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold-plated

crystal stones: article #1201, 27mm, fuchsia foiled; article #4650 (vintage), 14mm,
medium vitrail foiled; article #1122, 14mm, rose AB**

neckstrap: shown on a 16" silver and gold mesh prefabricated necklace.
Variations on page 51 (from left to right)
Colorway 2: Violet crystal

11º cylinder beads: M(delica)510
15º seed beads: M551 (periwinkle opal gilt-lined); T327 (blue purple gold luster)
15º Czech charlottes: sterling silver–plated

crystal stones: article #1122, 16mm, saturn foiled (vintage); article #1122, 14mm,
light vitrail (vintage); article #1122, 12mm, crystal AB foiled

neckstrap: shown on a 16" silver mesh prefabricated chain
Colorway 3: Violet with copper glass cabochon
11º cylinder beads: M(delica)510

15º 3-cuts: T206 (amethyst green gold luster)

15º seed beads: M*27F (semi-matte orchid gilt-lined); T327 (blue purple gold
luster)

glass cabochon: flat-back Czech glass cabochon (approximately 30mm), backed
with leather

crystal stones: article #1122, 18mm, light vitrail, unfoiled; article #1122, 14mm, rose
matte AB**

neckstrap: shown on a black leather goat skin thong with beaded beads made

using various seed beads and 3mm crystal bicones (article #5301, 3mm, violet AB)
Colorway 4: Green with glass leaves cabochon
11º cylinder beads: M(delica)27

15º 3-cuts: T84 (metallic forest green iris)

15º seed beads: M*643A (apple green rainbow silver-lined); M*643 (turquoise
rainbow silver-lined)

glass cabochon: flat-back Czech glass cabochon (approximately 30mm), backed

with leather

crystal stones: article #1122, 18mm, sahara unfoiled; article #1122, 14mm, sphinx
(vintage)

neckstrap: shown on a black leather goat skin thong with beaded beads made
using various seed beads and 3mm crystal bicones (article #5301, 3mm, olivine
AB2X)

Colorway 5: Rose with flowers cabochon
11º cylinder beads: M(delica)505

15º 3-cuts: T332 (cranberry gold luster)

15º seed beads: M*23 (hot pink silver-lined); M*375A (aqua green-lined)
glass cabochon: flat-back Czech glass cabochon (approximately 30mm), backed
with leather

crystal stones: article #1122, 18mm, cathedral foiled (vintage); article #1122, 14mm,
sahara (vintage)

neckstrap: shown on a black leather goat skin thong with beaded beads made
using various seed beads and 3mm crystal bicones (article #5301, 3mm, light
Colorado topaz AB2X)
Crystal Cascade Earrings (1 sample) (pages 52–55)
Photo on page 52
Colorway 1: Violet crystal
11º cylinder beads: M(delica)510

15º seed beads: M551 (very pale opaline blue silver-lined); M649 (pale opaline
periwinkle silver-lined); T327 (blue purple gold luster)
15º Czech charlottes: sterling silver-plated

crystal stones: article #1122, 14mm, light vitrail (vintage); article #1122, 12mm, crystal
AB foiled

Ear wires: sterling silver French hooks
That’s a Wrap Bracelet (1 sample) (pages 56–59)

Photo on page 56
Colorway 1: Bermuda blue and sphinx

11º cylinder beads: M(delica)506; M(delicas)1006
11º seed beads: custom-etched T995 (acid-etched chartreuse green dichroiclined)

15º seed beads: M*643A (apple green rainbow silver-lined); M*643 (turquoise
rainbow silver-lined)

15º Czech charlottes: new-penny copper-plated

crystal stones: article #1122, 10mm, sphinx unfoiled (vintage); article #1122, 10mm,
Bermuda blue foiled (vintage)

wrist tie: lime green goat skin thong
Art Nouveau Necklace (2 samples) (pages 60–63)
Photo on page 60
Colorway 1: Aqua and green

11º cylinder beads: M(delica)31

15º seed beads: M196 (opaline 24K gilt-lined)
15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold-plated

crystal stones: antique French crystal stones, dating to the 1890s: 8 X 8mm aqua
square stones and 10 X 14mm peridot emerald cut stones (antique, very rare)
freshwater pearls: 4mm facetted round burgundy pearls; 6–7mm teal potato
pearls

spacers (on either side of the burgundy pearls): antique French torse beads
dating to the late 1800s (antique, very rare)
Variation shown on page 63
Colorway 2: Orange and green
11º cylinder beads: M(delica)506; M(delica)508

15º seed beads: M303 (pink orange gold luster), custom-etched T996 (acidetched aqua dichroic-lined)

15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold-plated

crystal stones: article #1122, 14mm, sahara foiled (vintage); antique German tin cut
crystals, 10 X 12mm, orange fire opal; article #4652 (vintage, rare), 14mm, sahara
freshwater pearls: 6mm cranberry potato pearls; 6–7mm mauve potato pearls
Crystal Burst Earrings (5 samples) (pages 64–67)
Photo on page 64 (clockwise from upper right)
Colorway 1: Blue and green
11º cylinder beads: M(delica)508

11º seed beads: custom-etched T995 (acid-etched aqua dichroic-lined)

15º seed beads: M*643A (apple green rainbow silver-lined); M*643 (turquoise
rainbow silver-lined)

15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold-plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, indicolite AB2X; article #5301, 4mm, olivine
AB2X

crystal stones: article #1122, 14mm, sphinx foiled (vintage)
ear wires: gold-filled French hooks
Colorway 2: Fuchsia and purple

11º cylinder beads: M(delica)1015

11º seed beads: M*299L (hot pink transparent)
15º seed beads: M*638 (fuchsia rainbow silver-lined); M*299L (hot pink
transparent); M469 (metallic dark plum)

15º Czech charlottes: new-penny copper-plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, light siam AB2X; article #5301, 4mm, fuchsia
AB2X

crystal stones: article #1122, 14mm, volcano foiled (vintage)
ear wires: sterling silver French hooks
Colorway 3: Silver and champagne

11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)714F

11º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster)

15º seed beads: M196 (opaline 24K gilt-lined); M469 (metallic dark plum)
15º Czech charlottes: new-penny copper-plated and 24K gold-plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, light Colorado AB2X; article #5301, 4mm, violet
opal champagne**

crystal stones: 13 X 18mm oval table top (vintage), saturn unfoiled
ear wires: gold-filled French hooks

Variations shown on page 67 (clockwise from purple and blue pair in upper right)
Colorway 4: Purple and blue

11º cylinder beads: T(treasure)206

11º seed beads: T206 (amethyst green gold luster)

15º seed beads: M649 (opaline periwinkle silver-lined); M*27F (semi-matte orchid
gilt-lined); T323 (dark green/pink gold luster)
15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold-plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, violet AB2X; article #5301, 4mm, purple velvet
AB2X

crystal stones: article #1122, 16mm, light vitrail foiled
ear wires: gold-filled French hooks
Colorway 5: Tobacco green

11º cylinder beads: M(delica)506
11º seed beads: M361 (blue yellow-lined)

15º seed beads: M1421 (olive gold silver-lined); T321 (blue gold luster); T323 (dark
green/pink gold luster)

15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, lime AB; article #5301, 4mm, Indian sapphire
AB2X

crystal stones: article #1122, 18mm, tabac foiled (vintage)
ear wires: gold-filled French hooks
Colorway 1: Blue and green

(see description above)
Colorway 3: Silver and champagne
(see description above)

Crystal Burst Ring (5 samples) (pages 68–71)
Photo on page 68 (from upper left to lower right)
Colorway 1: Gray and blue

11º cylinder beads: T(treasures)206
11º seed beads: T206 (amethyst green gold luster)

15º seed beads: T206 (amethyst green gold luster); T323 (dark green/pink gold
luster); M*643A (turquoise rainbow silver-lined)
15º Czech charlottes: sterling silver–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, indicolite AB2X; article #5301, 4mm, black
diamond AB2X

crystal stones: article #1122, 18mm, atlas foiled (vintage)
Colorway 2: Olivine and jonquil

11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)714F

11º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster)

15º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster); M2442 (pale straw luster);
M*375A (amber chartreuse-lined)

15º Czech charlottes: sterling silver–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, olivine AB2X; article #5301, 4mm, jonquil AB2X
crystal stones: article #1122, 18mm, jonquil foiled (vintage)
Colorway 3: Blue and green

11º cylinder beads: M(delica)508

11º seed beads: custom-etched T995 (acid-etched aqua dichroic-lined)

15º seed beads: M*643A (apple green rainbow silver-lined); M*643 (turquoise
rainbow silver-lined)

15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5000, 2mm crystal AB; article #5301, 3mm, indicolite AB2X;
article #5301, 4mm, olivine AB2X

crystal stones: article #1122, 14mm, sphinx foiled (vintage)
Colorway 4: Fuchsia and purple

11º cylinder beads: M(delica)1015

11º seed beads: M*299L (hot pink transparent)

15º seed beads: M*638 (fuchsia rainbow silver-lined); M*299L (hot pink
transparent); M469 (metallic dark plum)
15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold-plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, light siam AB2X; article #5301, 4mm, fuchsia
AB2X

crystal stones: article #1122, 14mm, volcano foiled (vintage)
Colorway 5: Navy and green

11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)504

11º seed beads: T321 (blue gold luster)
15º seed beads: M*643A (apple green rainbow silver-lined); M*643 (turquoise
rainbow silver-lined)

15º Czech charlottes: new-penny copper-plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, jet AB2X**; article #5301, 4mm, indicolite AB2X
crystal stones: article #1122, 14mm, sahara foiled (vintage)
Crystal Burst Bracelet (6 samples) (pages 72–77)
Photo on page 72 (from top to bottom)
Colorway 1: Pink and gray
11º cylinder beads: T(treasures)206

11º seed beads: T206 (amethyst green gold luster)

15º seed beads: T323 (dark green/pink gold luster); M*638 (fuchsia rainbow
silver-lined); M*23 (hot pink silver-lined); T327 (blue purple gold luster)
15º Czech charlottes: sterling silver–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, light amethyst AB2X; article #5301, 3mm, black

diamond AB2X; article #5301, 4mm, light amethyst AB2X; article #5301, 4mm, light
Colorado topaz AB2X

crystal stones (from left to right): article #1122, 14mm, volcano foiled (vintage);
article #1122, 18mm, cathedral foiled (vintage); article #1122, 18mm, atlas foiled

(vintage); article #1122, 18mm, volcano foiled (vintage); article #1122, 18mm, atlas

foiled (vintage); article #1122, 18mm, cathedral foiled (vintage); article #1122, 14mm,
volcano foiled (vintage)

closure: 10mm antique steel cut button (c. 1890)
Colorway 2: Violet and gray
11º cylinder beads: M(delica)922

11º seed beads: T206 (amethyst green gold luster)

15º seed beads: T196 (opaline 24K gilt-lined); M*269A (pale violet luster); T206
(amethyst green gold luster)

15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 4mm, violet AB2X; article #5301, 4mm, violet opal;
article #5301, 4mm, black diamond AB2X

crystal stones (from left to right): article #1122, 14mm, light vitrail foiled

(vintage); article #1122, 14mm, light vitrail foiled (vintage); article #1122, 18mm, black
diamond foiled (vintage); article #1122, 16mm, crystal AB foiled; article #1122, 18mm,
black diamond foiled (vintage); article #1122, 14mm, light vitrail foiled (vintage);
article #1122, 14mm, light vitrail foiled (vintage)

closure: article #3700, 10mm margarita, alexandrite
Variations on page 76 (from top to bottom)
Colorway 3: Green and black
11º cylinder beads: M(delica)508

11º seed beads: T513 (metallic olive gold)

15º seed beads: T323 (dark green/pink gold luster); M1421 (olive gold silverlined); T271 (gray gold-lined); M*643A (apple green rainbow silver-lined)
15º Czech charlottes: sterling silver–plated

crystal beads: article #5000, 3mm, jet AB; article #5301, 4mm, lime AB; article
#5301, 4mm, crystal sahara

crystal stones (from left to right): article #1122, 14mm, sahara foiled (vintage);
article #1122, 14mm, sphinx foiled (vintage); article #1122, 18mm, tabac

foiled (vintage); article #1122, 18mm, medium vitrail foiled; article #1122, 18mm, tabac
foiled (vintage); article #1122, 14mm, sahara foiled (vintage); article #1122, 14mm,
light sphinx foiled (vintage)

closure: article #3700, 12mm margarita, medium vitrail
Colorway 4: Tourmaline and topaz
11º cylinder beads: M(delica)279

11º seed beads: T995 (aqua dichroic-lined)

15º seed beads: T994 (pale peach dichroic-lined); T271 (gray gold-lined); T180
(moss green rainbow)

15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, crystal golden shadow; article #5301, 4mm,
tourmaline AB; article #5301, 3mm, indicolite AB2X

crystal stones (from left to right): article #1122, 14mm, olivine foiled; article
#1122, 16mm, aurum foiled (vintage); article #1201, 17mm, tourmaline foiled

(vintage); article #1201, 17mm, light smoke topaz foiled (vintage); article #1201,
18mm, tourmaline foiled (vintage); article #1122, 16mm, aurum foiled (vintage);
article #1122, 14mm, olivine AB foiled

button closure: article #3700, 10mm margarita, tabac
Colorway 1: Pink and gray
(see description above)

Variations shown on page 77 (from top to bottom)
Colorway 5: Orange and green
11º cylinder beads: M(delica)508

11º seed bead: T1811 (bright spring green dichroic-lined)

15º seed beads: T513F (matte metallic olive gold); M638 (fuchsia rainbow silverlined); M469 (metallic dark plum)

15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold-plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 4mm, Indian red AB; article #5301, 4mm, lime AB;
article #5301, 4mm, chili pepper**

crystal stones (from left to right): article #1122, 14mm, volcano unfoiled; article
#1122, 14mm, sahara unfoiled; article #1122, 18mm, volcano unfoiled; article

#1122, 18mm, sahara unfoiled; article #1122, 18mm, volcano unfoiled; article #1122,
14mm, sahara unfoiled; article #1122, 14mm, volcano unfoiled
button closure: article #3700, 10mm margarita, volcano
Colorway 6: Jonquil and green

11º cylinder beads: M(delica)508

11º seed bead: M1889 (chartreuse gold luster)

15º seed beads: M*643A (apple green rainbow silver-lined); T996 (chartreuse
green dichroic-lined); T998 (jonquil dichroic-lined)
15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 4mm, lime AB; article #5301, 4mm, jonquil AB2X

crystal stones (from left to right): article #1122, 14mm, sahara foiled (vintage);
article #1122, 14mm, sahara foiled (vintage); article #1122, 18mm, sahara

unfoiled; article #1201, 27mm, sahara unfoiled; article #1122, 18mm, sahara unfoiled;
article #1122, 14mm, sahara foiled (vintage); article #1122, 14mm, sahara foiled
(vintage)

button closure: article #3700, 10mm margarita, jonquil AB
Crystal Burst Necklace (1 sample) (pages 78–81)
Photo on page 78
Colorway 1: Multicolored

11º cylinder beads: M(delica)506; M(delica)508; M(delica)510; M(delica)1015

11º seed beads: T327 (blue purple gold luster; T1811 (bright spring green dichroiclined); M*299L (hot pink transparent); M361 (blue yellow-lined)

15º seed beads: T271 (clear gold-lined); M1421(olive gold silver-lined); M*318I (root
beer gold luster); M*638 (fuchsia rainbow silver-lined); T327 (blue purple gold

luster); T206 (amethyst green gold luster); M*643A (apple green rainbow silverlined); M1889 (chartreuse gold luster); M*27F (semi-matte orchid gilt-lined)
15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: on sphinx rivoli—article #5301, 3mm, peridot AB; article #5301,
4mm, indicolite AB2X; on light vitrail rivoli—article #5301, 3mm, violet AB2X;

article #5301, 4mm, purple AB2X; on volcano rivoli—article #5301, 3mm, chili

pepper**; article #5301, 4mm, light siam AB2X; on tabac rivoli—article #5301,

3mm, lime; article #5301, 4mm, olivine AB2X; in neckstrap—article #5301, 3mm, chili
pepper**; article #5301, 4mm, light siam AB2X; ends of neckstrap—vintage article
#340, 8mm, crystal medium vitrail

crystal stones (from left to right): article #1122, 14mm, sphinx foiled (vintage);

article #1122, 16mm, light vitrail foiled (vintage); article #1122, 16mm, volcano foiled
(vintage); article #1122, 16mm, sphinx foiled (vintage); article #1122, 18mm, tabac

foiled (vintage); article #1122, 18mm, volcano foiled (vintage); article #1122, 18mm,
tabac foiled (vintage), article #1122, 16mm, sphinx foiled (vintage); article #1122,
16mm, volcano foiled (vintage); article #1122, 16mm, light vitrail foiled (vintage);
article #1122, 14mm, sphinx foiled (vintage)

button closure: article #3700, 10mm margarita, tabac
Three-Strand Rivoli Bracelet (1 sample) (pages 82–85)
Photo on page 82
Colorway 1: Dark bronze

11º cylinder bead: M(delica)506; M(delica)505; M(delica)31
12º 3-cuts: T701 (crystal 24K-lined)

15º seed beads: T271 (gray gold-lined); M*318I (root beer gold luster); M196
(opaline 24K gilt–lined)

15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: base metal filigree beads with aurum and light topaz stones
(Swarovski stones, but not a Swarovski product)

crystal stones: article #1122, 10mm, tabac (vintage)
closure: sterling silver, five-strand slide clasp

Square-Off Bracelet (2 samples) (pages 86–89)
Photo on page 86
Colorway 1: Green

11º cylinder bead: M(delica)508

11º seed bead: custom-etched T996 (acid-etched chartreuse dichroic-lined)

15º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster); M*643A (apple green rainbow
silver-lined)

15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated
crystal stones: article #4652 (vintage, rare), 14mm, sahara

closure: square beaded toggle with two 4mm green potato pearls on toggle bar
Variation shown on page 89
Colorway 2: Tobacco

11º cylinder bead: M(delica)506
11º seed bead: custom-etched T995 (acid-etched aqua dichroic-lined)

15º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster); M*643 (turquoise rainbow silverlined)

15º Czech charlottes: new-penny copper-plated

crystal stones: article #4652 (vintage, rare), 14mm, tabac
closure: button closure with enameled copper button
Rings & Things Necklace (2 samples) (pages 90–95)
Photo on page 90
Colorway 1: Silver and violet

11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)714F
11º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster)

15º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster); M196 (opaline 24K gilt–lined);
T206 (amethyst green gold luster); M*27F (semi-matte orchid gilt-lined)
15º Czech charlottes: new-penny copper-plated and marcasite-plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 4mm, violet opal champagne**; vintage article#335,
6mm lentil beads

other beads: 3mm cubic zirconia facetted rondelles, very pale amethyst
crystal stones: article #1200, 65ss dentelle (vintage), sapphire AB (3); article

#1122, 12mm, crystal AB(2); article #1201, 27mm, crystal AB (1); article #1245, 13mm
crystal rings, crystal AB (3)

button closure: round beaded toggle
Variation shown on page 95
Colorway 1: Mustard and green
11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)1041

11º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster)

15º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster); T513F (matte metallic olive gold);
M*F5A (semi-matte orange gilt-lined); M1421 (olive gold silver-lined)
15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 4mm, citrine cathedral**; vintage article #335, 6mm
lentil beads

other beads: 3mm cubic zirconia facetted rondelles, very pale green

crystal stones: article #1122, 16mm, sahara (vintage) (3); article #4650, 8mm,

madeira topaz (vintage) (2); article #1201, 27mm, sahara (1); article #1245, 13mm
crystal rings, crystal sahara** (3)

button closure: round beaded toggle
Interlocked Necklace (4 samples) (pages 96–103)
Photo on page 96
Colorway 1: Topaz

11º cylinder beads: M(delica)506
11º seed beads: M311 (topaz gold luster)

15º seed beads: M*F5A(semi-matte orange gilt-lined); M*318I (root beer gold
luster); M1902 (matte gold silver-lined)
15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, light Colorado topaz 2XAB; article #5040,
8mm, crystal copper; article #5040, 6mm, crystal copper

crystal stones: article #4479, 14mm, crystal copper; article #1200, 65ss, topaz AB
(vintage)

closure: round beaded toggle

Variation shown on page 102
Colorway 2: Topaz

11º cylinder beads: M(delica)506
11º seed beads: M469 (metallic dark plum)

15º seed beads: M*F5A (semi-matte orange gilt-lined); M*638I (fuchsia silverlined rainbow); M1902 (matte gold silver-lined)
15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, chili pepper**; article #5040, 8mm, crystal
copper; article #5040, 6mm, crystal golden shadow

crystal stones: article #4479, 14mm, crystal copper (4); article #4479, 14mm,
volcano (3); article #1200; 65ss, light siam AB (vintage)
closure: round beaded toggle

Variations shown on page 103 (from left to right)
Colorway 3: Lilac champagne
11º cylinder beads: M(delica)279

11º seed beads: T206 (amethyst green gold luster)

15º seed beads: T327(blue purple gold luster); T948 (clear tan-lined); M196
(opaline 24K gilt–lined)

15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, violet opal champagne**; article #5601, 8mm,
crystal golden shadow; article #5040, 6mm, violet opal AB

crystal stones: article #4479, 14mm, crystal golden shadow (4); article #4479,
14mm, light vitrail (3); article #1200; 65ss, light sapphire AB (vintage)
closure: round beaded toggle
Colorway 4: Light vitrail

11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)712

11º seed beads: M196 (opaline 24K gilt–lined)
15º seed beads: M*27F (semi-matte orchid gilt-lined); M352 (aqua pink-lined);
M196 (opaline 24K gilt–lined)

15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, light amethyst AB2X; article #5601, 6mm,
alexandrite

other beads: 6mm opaline glass rondelles

crystal stones: article #4479, 14mm, light vitrail; article #1201, 27mm, light vitrail
closure: round beaded toggle
Life Framed Bracelet (1 sample) (pages 104–109)
Photo on page 104
Colorway 1: Dark bronze and violet
11º cylinder beads: M(delica)506

11º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster)

15º seed beads: M*269A (pale lilac transparent rainbow)
15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal stones: article #4439, 14mm frame, light vitrail; article #4439, 14mm frame,
tabac

closure: article #3700, 10mm margarita, tabac
Crystal Flat-Back Flower Brooch (1 sample) (pages 110–113)
Photo on page 110
Colorway 1: Purple and blue

11º cylinder beads: M(delica)510

11º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster); T503 (metallic plum)

15º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster); T503 (metallic plum); M649 (pale
opaline periwinkle silver-lined)

15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, light Colorado AB2X; article #5000, 2mm,
crystal AB

crystal stones: 13 X 18 flat-back cabochon, caviar (vintage, very rare)
closure: nickel base metal pin back

Crystal Dahlia Necklace (2 samples) (pages 114–117)

Photo on page 114 (from left to right)
Colorway 1: Olivine and dark pink
11º cylinder beads: M(delica)505

11º seed beads: M1421 (olive gold silver-lined); T503 (metallic plum); M*318I (root
beer gold luster)

15º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster); T503 (metallic plum); M*299L (hot
pink transparent)

15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, olivine AB2X; article #5301, 4mm, smoke topaz
AB2X; article #5040, 8mm, crystal AB, chili pepper; article #5040, 6mm, crystal
AB, chili pepper

crystal stones: article #2042Z, 18mm, volcano (vintage, very rare)
closure: round beaded toggle

Colorway 2: Champagne and purple
11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)206

11º seed beads: T206 (amethyst green gold luster); M*318I (root beer gold luster)
15º seed beads: T425 (fuchsia purple gold luster); T503 (metallic plum); M*299L
(hot pink transparent); M*577 (straw opaline gilt-lined)
15º Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, crystal lemon**; article #5000, 2mm, crystal AB;
article #5301, 4mm, violet opal champagne**; article #6005, 4 X 7mm teardrop,
crystal AB; article #5030, 4mm, violet opal AB

crystal stones: article #1200, 65ss dentelle, starshine
closure: antique metal button (circa 1890)

Vineyard Jewel Necklace (1 sample) (pages 118–123)
Photo on page 118
Colorway 1: Green and gold

11º cylinder bead: T(aiko)712

11º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster); M1421 (olive gold silver-lined);
custom-etched T995 (acid-etched chartreuse dichroic-lined)

15º seed beads: custom-etched T995 (acid-etched chartreuse dichroic-lined);
M*318I (root beer gold luster)

Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, olivine 2XAB; article #5301, 4mm, lime AB

other beads: Czech fire-polished, 4mm, olivine luster; freshwater pearls, 6mm
potato pearls, chartreuse green-gold

crystal stones: article #1122, 18mm, sahara
Crown Jewels (13 samples) (pages 124–129)
Photo on page 128 (left-hand side of the page, from top to bottom)
Colorway 1: Silver and lavender

11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)714F

15º seed beads: M649 (periwinkle opal gilt-lined; M*27F (semi-matte orchid giltlined)

Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, tanzanite 2XAB

crystal stones: article #1245, 13mm crystal ring, light vitrail
Colorway 2: Dark topaz

11º cylinder bead: M(delica)506

15º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster); M*F5A (semi-matte orange giltlined); M552 (pale peach opaline gilt-lined)
Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, chili pepper**

crystal stones: article #1200, 65ss (vintage) dentelle, madeira topaz
Colorway 3: Gold and red

11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)712
15º seed beads: M196 (opaline gilt-lined); M*638 (fuchsia rainbow silver-lined);
M*299L (hot pink transparent)

Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, light siam AB2X

crystal stones: article #1200, 65ss (vintage) dentelle, light siam AB
Colorway 4: Multicolored iris

11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)1706

15º seed beads: T503 (metallic plum); M*638 (fuchsia rainbow silver-lined)
Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, jet glacier blue**
crystal stones: article #1200, 55ss (vintage) dentelle, jet iris
Photo on page 128 (right-hand side of the page, from top to bottom)
Colorway 5: Spring green

11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)1811

15º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster)
Czech charlottes: sterling silver

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, jet glacier blue**
crystal stones: article #4650, 8mm square, aqua
Colorway 6: Royal blue

11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)505

15º seed beads: M*643 (turquoise rainbow silver-lined)
Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, jet AB2X

crystal stones: article #4650, 8mm square, seal blue
Colorway 7: Amber and purple
11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)757

15º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster), M*F27 (semi-matte orchid giltlined); T327 (blue purple gold luster)
Czech charlottes: 24K gold-plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm padparascha, AB2X

crystal stones: article #1200, 65ss (vintage) dentelle, antique medium vitrail
Colorway 8: Light purple

11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)206

15º seed beads: M649 (periwinkle opal gilt-lined); M*F27 (semi-matte orchid giltlined); T327 (blue purple gold luster)
Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, azure AB2X
crystal stones: article #1200, 65ss (vintage) dentelle, light vitrail
Colorway 9

11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)206

15º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster); T352 (clear tan-lined); T327 (blue
purple gold luster)

Czech charlottes: 24K marcasite
crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, violet opal champagne**

crystal stones: article #1200, 65ss (vintage) dentelle, starshine
Page 129 (left-hand side of the page from top to bottom)
Colorway 10: Light amethyst opal
11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)1808

15º seed beads: T166 (light amethyst transparent rainbow)
Czech charlottes: chrome metallic

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, tanzanite AB2X

Czech glass stones: volcano cut, 15mm, “fire opal” glass, light amethyst
Colorway 11: Mustard opal
11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)1041

15º seed beads: M*318I (root beer gold luster)
Czech charlottes: marcasite

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, chili pepper**

Czech glass stones: volcano cut, 15mm, “fire opal” glass, mustard
Colorway 12: Fuchsia opal
11º cylinder beads: M(delica)1016

15º seed beads: M*638 (fuchsia rainbow silver-lined)
Czech charlottes: sterling silver

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, padparadscha

Czech glass stones: volcano cut, 15mm, “fire opal” glass, fuchsia
Page 129 (right-hand side of page)
Colorway 13: Caribbean blue opal
11º cylinder bead: T(aiko)1008

15º seed beads: M*643 (turquoise rainbow silver-lined)
Czech charlottes: sterling silver

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, blue zircon AB2X

Czech glass stones: volcano cut, 15mm, “fire opal” glass, Caribbean opal
Crystal Geodesic Dome (4 samples) (pages 130–135)
Page 130 (center of the page)
Colorway 1: Matte gold (larger, object size)
11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)712F, hex cut

15º seed beads: M196 (opaline 24K gilt–lined)
Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm, topaz AB2X

crystal stones: article #1200, 65ss (vintage) dentelle, topaz AB
Page 135 (clockwise from upper center of the page)
Colorway 2: Pink and orange (smaller, pendant size)
11º cylinder beads: M(delica)505

11º seed beads: M*F5A (semi-matte orange gilt-lined)

15º seed beads: M*F5A (semi-matte orange gilt-lined); M*638 (fuchsia rainbow
silver-lined)

Czech charlottes: 24K gold–plated
crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm fuchsia AB2X

crystal stones: article #1122, 12mm (vintage), cathedral
Colorway 3: Purple and gold

11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)712F; T(aiko)714F
11º seed bead: M469 (metallic dark plum)

15º seed beads: on golden bezels—M*F5A (semi-matte orange gilt-lined),
M552 (pale peach opaline gilt-lined, M196 (opaline 24K gilt-lined); on

purple bezels—T271 (gray golden-lined), T327 (blue purple gold luster), custometched T997(acid-etched seal blue dichroic-lined)

Czech charlottes: on gold bezels—24K gold-plated; on purple bezels—
marcasite-plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm chrome; article #5301, 3mm jet AB2X

crystal stones: article #1200, 65ss (vintage) dentelles, topaz AB (6 pieces), light
sapphire AB (6 pieces)

Colorway 4: Emerald green (larger, object size)
11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)506

15º seed beads: T180 (moss green transparent rainbow); M*643A (apple green
rainbow silver-lined); M*643 (turquoise rainbow silver-lined)
Czech charlottes: 24K gold-plated

crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm azure AB2X

crystal stones: article #1200, 65ss (vintage) dentelle, emerald AB (unfoiled), set
point side out

Infinity Necklace (1 sample) (pages 136–142)
Photo on page 136
Colorway 1: Purple and gray

11º cylinder beads: T(aiko)714F, hex cut; T(aiko)206; T(aiko)1700; T(aiko)1706
11º seed beads: T206 (amethyst green gold luster)

15º seed beads: T998 (jonquil dichroic-lined); T271 (gray gold-lined); T206
(amethyst green gold luster)

Czech charlottes: marcasite-plated
crystal beads: article #5301, 3mm violet opal champagne**; article #5301, 3mm light

Colorado AB2X**; article #5301, 4mm violet opal champagne**; article 5040, 6mm,
violet opal AB

other beads: 7mm freshwater pearls, mauve

crystal stones: article #1200, 65ss (vintage) dentelle, starshine (24 pieces);
article #1245, 13mm crystal rings, crystal AB (18 pieces)

